Abstract. Obtaining the optimal query execution plan requires a selectivity estimation. The selectivity value allows to predict the size of a query result. This lets choose the best method of query execution. There are many selectivity obtaining methods that are based on different types of estimators of attribute values distribution (commonly they are based on histograms). The adaptive method, proposed in this paper, uses either attribute values distribution or range query condition boundaries one. The new type of histogram -the Query-Conditional-Aware V-optimal one (QCA-V-optimal) -is proposed as a non-parametric estimator of a probability density function of attribute values distribution. This histogram also takes into account information about already processed queries. This information is represented by the 1-dimensional Query Condition Distribution histogram (HQCD) which is an estimator of the include function PI which is also introduced in this paper. PI describes so-called regions of user interest, i.e. it shows how often regions of attribute values domain were used by processed queries. Advantages of the proposed method based on QCA-V-optimal are presented. Conducted experiments reveal small values of a mean relative selectivity estimation error comparing to the error values obtained by methods based on the relevant classical V-optimal histogram and Equi-height one.
Introduction
Query execution in Database Management System (DBMS) consists of two phases -a prepare (parse) phase and an execution one. One of the most important activity in the prepare phase is called a query optimization process. During this, the best method of a query execution (among many other possible methods) is chosen by a cost-based query optimizer (CBQO). CBQO obtains so-called an execution plan -the method of a query execution which satisfies the lowest cost criterion. A query cost may be measured using many factors but the most important one is the size of the data that should be retrieved from a database. This is a reason why a selectivity parameter is introduced.
Selectivity for a single-table query with a selection condition based on one attribute is the number of rows satisfying the selection condition divided by the number of all rows in a table. The selectivity is also a probability of drawing a row satisfying the selection condition from the set of all table rows.
The selectivity parameter for a single-table range query Q with a selection condition based on a one attribute X with continuous domain may be obtained from:
where f x (x) is a probability density function (PDF) describing X distribution. So we can see that some estimator of PDF is needed for selectivity calculation. Since many years, histograms have been used in DBMSs as non-parametric estimators of PDF [1] . Most of work related to the selectivity estimation problem concentrates on obtaining selectivity for queries with a complex selection condition based on many attributes. This is the problem of selectivity calculation for so-called multidimensional query condition. Thus a multidimensional estimator of a multivariate PDF is required. Here, the most important problem is finding a space-efficient multidimensional distribution representation. Since years, there are known many approaches to obtaining a small-sized representation of multidimensional PDF estimator like those ones: PHASED [2, 3] , MHIST [2, 3] , GENHIST [3] , multidimensional kernel estimator [3, 4] , kernel spline [5] , Bayesian Network [6] , Discrete Cosine Transform [7] , Cosine Series [8] , Discrete Wavelets Transform [9] , Self-tuning histogram [10] [11] [12] .
Some researches concentrate on a problem of prediction of representation of an attribute values distribution. This is important when a current representation cannot be directly built on values from a database (e.g. because high Input-Output workload). A prediction method requires to have an information about previous representations (created in previous moments of execution of update statistics operations). This requires also a mathematical model of time evolution of attribute values distribution. It may be based on tracking previous values of non-central moments [18] or previous locations of quantiles [19] . A dynamical system (especially fluid-flowbased one) or an artificial neural network (with a different architecture) may be used as a model of evolution of the mentioned above parameters of distribution. The approaches that utilize dynamical systems or neural networks are also applied in other fields of computer science, e.g. [17, 20, 21] .
The additional direction of a research on the selectivity estimation refers to taking into account not only an attribute values distribution but also a distribution of selection condition boundaries of already executed queries. Somewhat the adaptive method based on self-tuning histograms could be also qualified to such approach. Self-tuning histograms use the size of results of already processed queries to refine themselves.
Another considered adaptive approach is HQCA-based method (Query-Condition-Aware histogram-based method) [13] . Here we use information about conditions of already executed queries (not about the sizes of results of already executed queries like in [10, 11] ). In this method we collect information either about attribute value distribution or query condition boundaries distribution (using Equi-width HQCD histogram (Query-Condition-Distribution histogram)). The method of selectivity estimation may be used only for 1-dimensional queries. 1-dimensional range queries are described by a 2-dimesional distribution of query boundaries. Because of the mentioned space-saving reason this 2-dimesional distribution of query boundaries is represented here by an approximate 1-dimesional description which is estimated by HQCD. Then HQCD is used to divide X domain into N qcd intervals. This is quantile division of X domain. It is obvious that intervals are narrow in regions where HQCD values are high. Those are so-called regions of high user interest. In each interval an Equi-width subhistogram is created. The number of buckets in a subhistogram equals N eqb and it is the same for all intervals. All buckets define the final HQCA histogram. The number of HQCA buckets equals B = N qcd · N eqb . HQCA is neither an Equi-depth histogram nor an Equi-width one. Sizes of HQCA buckets are small in regions of high user interest. So HQCA resolution is high in those X regions where query condition intervals extensively overlap them. Some disadvantage of this method results from the problem of B factorizationthe method cannot work for any B values. Those values of B which have many factorizations should be used. The new proposed approach based on Query-Condition-Aware V-optimal histogram (QCA-V-optimal) overcomes this problem.
In the method described in this paper we define a QCA-V-optimal histogram. The proposed method is based on Voptimal approach [14] and it extends V-Optimal histogram by introducing an information about query condition bounds distribution. In this method, the mentioned HQCD histogram is used for modifying the error metric formula (which is used in the classical Voptimal creation algorithm). The dynamical programming method proposed in V-optimal histogram creation is also used in QCA-V-optimal histogram creation.
The main contributions of the paper are:
• introducing the formal definition of P I -the include function -which approximately space-efficiently describes a 2-dimensional query condition boundaries distribution (the mentioned HQCD is a non-parametric estimator of P I ) (Sec. 3),
• introducing QCA-V-optimal histogram type (more flexible than HQCA [13] ) representing either attribute values distribution or query condition boundaries one (Sec. 4), • experimental results presenting advantages of the selectivity estimation method based on QCA-V-optimal histogram (i.e. the smallest average mean relative selectivity estimation error comparing to the error values obtained using Voptimal histogram and Equi-depth one for a given constant size of the distribution representation) (Sec. 7).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shortly presents the known-method of describing an attribute values distribution using a V-optimal histogram. In Sec. 3 we introduce the proposal of including function and its estimator -HQCD histogram. They approximately describe boundaries of range query conditions. In Sec. 3 we show how to build a HQCD histogram using boundaries values from range conditions of already processed queries. Section 4 describes a new type of histogram i.e. the QCA-V-optimal one which is based on either a distribution of table attribute values or a range query conditions distribution. Steps of the algorithm of creating a QCA-V-optimal histogram are presented in Sec. 5. Section 6 shows exemplary concrete distributions of attribute values (Subsec. 6.1) and query range boundaries values (Subecs. 6.2-6.5). Those distributions are used in Sec. 7 for experimental verifying an accuracy of query selectivity estimations based on QCA-V-optimal histogram, V-optimal one, and Equi-depth one. Subsections 7.1-7.4 show either result QCA-V-optimal histograms or result values of mean relative selectivity estimation error for the boundaries values distributions assumed in Subsecs. 6.2-6.5. Subsection 7.5 gives a synthetic view on all obtained experimental results.
V-optimal histogram -non-parametric estimator of attribute value distribution
V-optimal histogram [14] is a well-known approach to estimate a probability distribution and obtain an approximate selectivity value. Let us assume the following notations and definitions (based on [14] ):
X -attribute of relation R (with real or integer domain), V -sequence of unique X values that exist in relation R,
, B -number of histogram buckets where B < N , b j , e j -indexes of endpoints (begin, end) of the j-th bucket interval where j = 1...B ∧ b j ≤ e j ∧ b j , e j ∈ {1...N }, h j -frequency approximation in the j-th bucket for j = 1...B:
where Avg(k, l) for k, l = 1...N and k ≤ l is an average frequency of f k ...f l .
Query-condition-aware V-optimal histogram in range query selectivity estimation
SSE (b j , e j ) may be considered as a metric of frequency approximation error in the j-th bucket (j = 1...B).
SSE satisfies the rule:
Let us denote OSSE(m, k) -the optimal sum square error -as a minimum SSE for a subsequence of F :
Because of the property ( [14] ):
the Bellman's principle and concept of dynamical programming may be used to obtain the optimal solution -just OSSE (N , B) should be determined. The problem of finding the optimal solution for k buckets of histogram may be reduced to finding the optimal solutions of subproblem for k − 1 buckets. Finally, obtaining OSSE(N , B) is equivalent to finding V-optimal histogram with B buckets for a given F vector. Calculating OSSE(N , B) allows to find required SSE-optimal set of endpoints (b j , e j ) (where j = 1...B).
The presented-above algorithm and its improved faster version but also the approximate-optimal one were considered in [14] .
We may also assume another interpretation of V which is useful for X with continuous domain. We may approximate X distribution using an Equi-width histogram. Then centers of intervals of the Equi-width histogram can be treated as elements of V . Values of the Equi-width histogram can be treated as elements of F . Let us introduce a functional P I (y, f ) which approximately describes a range query boundaries distribution defined by probability density function f (a, b). For a concrete f (a, b) the P I becomes a function of y, where y belongs to [0, 1]. P I is probability that randomly chosen y value is included in any interval [a, b] defined by some range query (i.e. 0 ≤ a ≤ y and y ≤ b ≤ 1). P I will be called include function.
Including function -description of
The definition of P I for all query bounds can be formulated as:
For a continuous joint distribution of a and b the P I may be obtained as follows:
where Dom(a, y) is a range of variation of a for a given y value, and Dom(b, y) is a range of variation of b for a given y value. The method of calculating value P I as a definite double integral over some Dom(a, y) × Dom(b, y) region is illustrated in Fig. 1 Univariate P I is a lossy representation of bivariate f . Because P I (y, f ) is based on integral operations it satisfies the linearity property, i.e.:
where α = const.
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 62 (2) 2014 To show an example of some concrete P I let us consider a simple 2-dimensional uniform distribution defined by f 2D−unif orm density function as follows: Using Eq. (7) and (9) we can find the include function for f 2D−unif orm as follows:
(10) Fig. 2b .
HQCD -histogram estimator of including function.
A non-parametric estimator of including function is called HQCD -histogram of a query condition boundaries distribution. HQCD histogram was proposed in HQCA-based approach in [13] . HQCD is an Equi-width histogram.
Values of HQCD buckets of may be updated during online query processing (i.e. during a prepare phase). If a query condition interval [a, b] overlaps some buckets of HQCD than values in those buckets are incremented (When a bucket is overlapped by the interval [a, b] in more than 50% of its length, a corresponding bucket value is incremented). The process of HQCD updating is presented in Fig. 3 . The last activity in HQCD creation process is done after data about range condition boundaries of processed queries is gathered. Every number from a HQCD bucket is divided by a total number of queries that modified any HQCD bucket. Figure 4a presents a sample data set which satisfies 2D-uniform distribution. The size of the sample set is N qb = 1000. Figure 4b presents HQCD histogram built on this sample set. The histogram is an non-parametric estimator of P I (y, f 2D−unif orm ) (shown if Fig. 2b ). The number of HQCD 2D−unif orm buckets equals N q = 100.
Query-Condition-Aware-V-optimal histogram
-estimator based on either attribute value distribution or range query condition boundaries one
A new type of histogram -the Query-Condition-Aware-Voptimal histogram -is proposed in this section. This histogram is based on the V-optimal approach which was described in Sec. 2. However in QCA-V-optimal histogram either an attribute value distribution or a query boundaries distribution are taken into account. Include function is used as an approximate representation of a 2-dimensional distribution of query boundaries. The general method of histogram constructing is the same like the one described in Sec. 2 but the error metric is different than this given by Eq. (3). A sum square error in a histogram interval is modified by a sum of include function values for frequencies belonging to this interval. This new error metric is denoted by SSEW (Weighted Sum Square Error) and defined by:
HQCD is estimator of P I function (according to the consideration in Sec. QCA-V-optimal histogram satisfies the compromise between the criteria based on: including of X values into query condition intervals (described by HQCD) and a variance of X (described by differences between adjacent elements of F , i.e. described by SSE values).
Procedure of Query-Condition-Aware V-optimal histogram creating
Process of QCA-V-optimal histogram constructing consists of the following activities:
• turning on the process of gathering information about range query condition boundaries, i.e. starting HQCD buckets updating, • turning off the HQCD updating process after some period of time, • gathering information about attribute values distribution by creating F vector, • creating QCA-V-optimal histogram based on either F vector or HQCD histogram (after that HQCD and F representations may be removed).
After finishing the described-above process we can turn on (enable to CBQO) the selectivity estimation method based on the newly created QCA-V-optimal histogram.
Validation data sets
This section describes sample distributions and data sets used for validation of the proposed selectivity estimation method. We use some synthetic data sets created by pseudorandom generators. Probability distributions use in experiments are described in details below. For 1-dimensional attribute values distribution (i.e. X distribution) we use Gaussian clusters (Subsec. 6.1). 2-dimensional range query condition boundaries distributions (i.e. distribution of pairs (a, b)) are based on:
• Narrow Interval preferred distribution (combined distribution: normal distribution of a and truncated exponential one of b) (Subsec. 6.2 ) • Superposition of Gaussian clusters with one or two peaks (Subsec. 6.3 and 6. 4) • Individual Uniform distribution (distribution of a is uniform; conditional distribution of b for given a value is also uniform) (Subsec. 6.5).
Sample attribute value distribution.
X values distribution -a superposition of two normal distributions -is given by the probability density function:
and it is shown in Fig. 5a (bold line). Figure 5b shows F vector obtained from a sample set values o X variable i.e. f (v i ).
The size of F vector equals N = 100. N x = 1000 is a sample size used for F vector creation. Basing on the method described in the Sec. 2, the V elements are grouped into buckets shown in Fig. 6 . The number of buckets B equals 20. Vertical dashed lines in Fig. 6 show boundaries of bucket intervals.
Using the division shown in Fig. 6 , the relevant V-optimal histogram was created and it is shown in Fig. 7 . A representation of the histogram requires to allocate 41 numbers, i.e. B + 1 boundaries of buckets and B histogram values (one for each bucket). In our work we also consider a usage of an Equiheight histogram type (also called Equi-depth) for describing X distribution. This enables to compare the proposed selectivity estimation method to the method based on histogram that are commonly used in DBMSs (e.g. Oracle DBMS, MS SQL Server). Figure 8 shows the Equi-height histogram for X attribute based on the data set described by F vector. The number of buckets of this Equi-height histogram equals 40. This results from the general assumption that the size of a space-allocation for an Equiheight histogram and the size for a V-optimal one are the same. . (a, b) pairs of query condition endpoints (satisfying NI probability distribution) are generated as follows:
• a variable satisfies normal distribution N(0.6, 0.05), • b value for a given a value can be obtained from:
where z is a length of a generated query interval. z is described by a truncated exponential distribution. To generate a z value an additional variable z ′ will be introduced. A z' value is obtained from a pseudorandom generator which is based on the exponential distribution described by the probability density function −f (z ′ ) = λe −λz
where
If z ′ is less or equal z max = 1 − a then z ′ becomes z else a new z ′ value is generated etc. Thus z is described by the conditional probability density function as follows:
and it is shown in Fig. 9b .
Mean value of z can be obtained from:
.
Because of the exponential distribution property (positive skewness property), small intervals are preferred. This means that generated query intervals z are rather smaller than E(z|a). For example in Fig. 9b for a = 0.7 (i.e. z max = 0.3) we can see that z values are rather less than value E(z|a) ≈ 0.084 (which is obtained from Eq. (14)) because
Thus results the name of the joint a and b distribution (this is a reason why "narrow interval" appears in the name of distribution). Figure 9a shows a smoothed histogram describing NI query boundaries distribution. This 2-dimensional histogram was built on the sample set of (a, b) pairs presented in Fig. 10a . The size of the sample set is N qb = 1000.
HQCD N I histogram based on the sample set (shown in Fig. 10a ) is presented in Fig. 10b . The number of HQCD N I buckets equals N q = 100. We can see that about 45% of X domain is out of HQCD support (i.e. only X values form 0.45 to 1 are included in ranges of queries described by NI probability distribution). Fig. 10a) 
1GC query boundaries distribution -1 Gaussian
Cluster distribution. The probability density function of 1GC distribution of query boundaries -f 1GC (a, b) is described by:
with mean vector and covariance matrix:
is shown in Fig. 11a . The sample set of query boundaries is presented in Fig. 11b and 12a . The size of the set is N qb = 1000. The set was generated according to the distribution described by f 1GC (a, b). A HQCD was created using this set. The number of intervals of HQCD equals N b = 100. The HQCD 1GC estimating the P I (y, f 1GC ) is shown in Fig. 12b Fig. 14. a) sample set of query boundaries generated using f2GC (a, b), b) HQCD2GC histogram estimating the include function PI (y, f2GC ) based on the samples (shown in Fig. 14a) 
2GC query boundaries distribution -2 Gaussian
Clusters distribution. The probability density function of 2GC distribution of query boundaries -f 2GC (a, b) is a superposition of two Gaussian clusters: 
is shown in Fig. 13 .
The sample set of query boundaries is presented in Fig. 14a . The size of the set is N qb = 1000. The set was generated according to the distribution described by f 2GC (a, b) . HQCD was created using this set. The number of intervals of HQCD equals N b = 100. The HQCD 2GC estimating the P I (y, f 2GC ) is shown in Fig. 14b. 
IU query boundaries distribution -Individual Uniform distribution.
(a, b) pairs of query condition endpoints (satisfying IU probability distribution) are generated as follows:
• a variable satisfies the unit rectangular uniform distribution (i.e.: a = RAND()), • b value for a given value of a can be obtained from:
were RAND() is a function generating pseudorandom numbers satisfying continuous uniform distribution (rectangular distribution) on the unit interval.
The marginal probability density function of a distribution is given by:
and it is shown in Fig. 15a . The conditional probability density function of b distribution for a given value of a (where 0 ≤ a ≤ 1):
and it is shown in Fig. 15b . Using formula for obtaining the conditional probability density:
we can find the joint density function:
where 1(x) is Heavide step function.
The smoothed 2-dimensional histogram -an estimator of f IU based on the samples from the set of query condition boundaries -is presented in Fig. 16a . The sample set is presented in Fig. 16b . The size of the sample set equals N qb = 1000.
HQCD histogram based on some sample set (shown in Fig. 16b ) is presented in Fig. 17a . The number of buckets of HQCD equals N b = 100. HQCD IU is an estimator P I (y, f IU ).
P I (y, f IU ) can be obtained from:
and it is shown in Fig. 17b .
We can see a similarity between Fig. 17a and 17b . 
Method of validation and experimental results
A relative error metric was used to validate the proposed method of selectivity estimation. The relative error of selectivity estimation for some Q query is defined as follows:
where sel(Q) is an exact selectivity value calculated using F and s el(Q)is an approximate selectivity value calculated using QCA-V-optimal histogram (with B buckets) or V-optimal (with B buckets) one or Equi-height one (with 2B buckets).
The mean relative error of selectivity estimation is defined as follows:
and it is an error metric for a set of queries. The size of the set of conditional endpoints pairs equals N qb . In our experiments we used N qb = 1000.
Experimental results for NI query boundaries distribution.
Using the data sets described in Subsec. 6.1 and 6.2 (NI distribution) we obtained the X domain division presented in Fig. 18 . The division presented in Fig. 18 was used to build a QCA-V-optimal histogram. The QCA-V-optimal histogram (bold line) and the standard V-optimal one (dashed line) are shown in Fig. 19 .
In Fig. 20 the QCA-V-optimal histogram (bold line) and the HQCD N I one (dashed line) are shown together. This allows to see dependency between regions with high resolution of QCA-V-optimal and regions with high values of HQCD. Fig. 18 . Error optimal X domain division based on HQCDNI (from Fig. 10b ) using SSEW error metric given by Eq. (11) . V elements (shown in Fig. 5b ) are grouped into buckets of QCA-V-optimal histogram (shown in Fig. 19 ) Fig. 19 . QCA-V-optimal histogram based on HQCDNI (bold line) shown along the X distribution support; for comparison the classical V-optimal histogram represented by the dashed line is also shown (this V-optimal histogram is individually shown in Fig. 7) D.R. Augustyn We experimentally obtained mean relative errors for each method of selectivity estimation as follows:
MRESE for QCA-V-optimal histogram ≈ 21.9%, MRESE for V-optimal histogram ≈ 42.0%, MRESE for Equi-height histogram ≈ 37.1%.
Experimental results for 1GC query boundaries distribution.
Using the data sets described in Subsec. 6.1 and 6.3 (1GC distribution) we obtained the X domain division presented in Fig. 21 .
The division presented in Fig. 21 was used to build a QCA-V-optimal histogram. The QCA-V-optimal histogram (bold line) and the standard V-optimal one (dashed line) are shown in Fig. 22 . In Fig. 22 we can see a high improvement of QCA-V-optimal histogram resolution in the middle of X domain range (comparing to the standard V-optimal histogram). Of course, this was achieved at the expense of resolution decrease at the beginning and the end of the X domain range.
In Fig. 23 the QCA-V-optimal histogram (bold line) and the HQCD 1GC one (dashed line) are shown together. We experimentally obtained mean relative errors for each method of selectivity estimation as follows:
MRESE for QCA-V-optimal histogram ≈ 15.1%, MRESE for V-optimal histogram ≈ 35.2%, MRESE for Equi-height histogram ≈ 27.1%.
Experimental results for 2GC query boundaries distribution.
Using the data the sets described in Subsec. 6.1 and 6.4 (2GC distribution) we obtained the X domain division presented in Fig. 24 .
The division presented in Fig. 24 was used to build a QCA-V-optimal histogram. The QCA-V-optimal histogram (bold line) and the standard V-optimal one (dashed line) are shown in Fig. 25 .
In Fig. 26 we can see the improvement of QCA-V-optimal histogram resolution at the beginning of X domain range (comparing to the standard V-optimal histogram). Of course this was achieved at the expense of resolution decrease in the middle of X domain range. In Fig. 27 the QCA-V-optimal histogram (bold line) and the HQCD 2GC one (dashed line) are shown together.
We experimentally obtained mean relative errors for each method of selectivity estimation as follows:
MRESE for QCA-V-optimal histogram ≈ 26.4%, MRESE for V-optimal histogram ≈ 37.2%, MRESE for Equi-height histogram ≈ 34.0%.
Experimental results for IU query boundaries distribution.
Using the data sets described in Subsec. 6.1 and 6.5
(IU distribution) we obtained the X domain division presented in Fig. 28 .
The division presented in Fig. 28 was used to build a QCA-V-optimal histogram. The QCA-V-optimal histogram (bold line) and the standard V-optimal one (dashed line) are shown in Fig. 29 . In Fig. 29 we can see some increasing of QCA-V-optimal histogram resolution at the beginning of X domain range (X ∈[0.3, 0.49]), comparing to the standard V-optimal histogram. In Fig. 30 the QCA-V-optimal histogram (bold line) and the HQCD IU one (dashed line) are shown together.
MRESE for QCA-V-optimal histogram ≈ 16.1%, MRESE for V-optimal histogram ≈ 23.2%, MRESE for Equi-height histogram ≈ 21.9%.
Experimental results -summary.
To obtain statistically significant results we preformed experiments for many instances of set of query interval endpoint pairs. The average of mean relative error of selectivity estimation (AvgMRESE) and the standard deviation of the mean relative error of selectivity estimation (STDMRESE) were experimentally obtained. The number of set instances (generated in accordance with NI or 1GC or 2GC or UI distribution) was assumed as 10. Each time a new sample set of X values was generated too (in accordance with the distribution given by Eq. (12)) so a new F vector was also created each time.
The results are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 31 . Applying QCA-V-optimal histograms gives the best results for all experiments. For all used query conditional boundaries distributions (i.e. NI, 1GC, 2GC, UI) we obtained the smallest AvgMRESE when QCA-V-optimal histogram was used. AvgMRESE (values in columns titled "Avg") in Table 1 differ for QCA-V-optimal, V-optimal, Equi-high. Those differences are statistically significant. For example, using Student's t-distribution we checked that the null hypothesis -"AvgMRESE values are equal for QCA-V-optimal histogram and V-optimal one" should be rejected with some assumed confidence level (value 0.99 was assumed here). Thus, we accepted the alternative hypothesis -"AvgMRESE for V-optimal histogram is greater than AvgMRESE for QCA-V-optimal histogram". In such way, for all exemplary distributions (NI, 1GC, 2GC, UI) we accepted the hypothesis that values of AvgMRESE for QCA V-optimal histogram are statistically significantly less then relevant values of AvgMRESE for Voptimal one or Equi-height one (assuming the confidence level equals 0.99).
Conclusions and future work
The experimental results (presented in Table 1 and Fig. 31) show that applying a QCA-V-optimal histograms gives the smallest average mean relative error of selectivity estimation (AvgMRESE) for data sets described in Sec. 6. The method based on a QCA-V-optimal-histogram is the best for all used sample sets. This results are rather interesting taking into account that a 1-dimensional HQCD only approximately describes a 2-dimensional distribution of range query boundaries.
Benefits of the proposed method depend on relative location of X domain intervals, i.e.:
• intervals where P I values are large, • intervals where F values change significantly.
The overlapping of the mentioned-above intervals is rather required. It is obvious that for some relative locations of intervals this method may be very beneficial.
There is a problem if a description of condition boundaries distribution given by include function is really constant in time. We cannot always assume that P I does not depend on time (mostly, there are situations in a real system that query condition boundaries distribution may vary in time). The general naïve solution (but which eliminates this problem) is a frequent updating the statistics (i.e. updating HQCD). But we may propose some extension of the method which may also help during the time between sequential updates of HQCD. We propose some simple "method of prediction" of P I described below. Let us introduce an uncertain level parameter denoted by p, where p ∈ [0, 1). Let assume that f (a, b) is a query condition boundaries distribution valid during the time of gathering statistics (during updating a relevant HQCD). Let f ′ (a, b) denote an unknown query condition boundaries distribution in future. Instead of assuming that query condition boundaries distribution will not change in future (i.e. f ′ (a, b) ≡ f (a, b)) we may predict as follows:
where p is a small value (e.g. p = 0.1). f ′ (a, b) becomes a superposition of two distributions. Usage of f 2Dunif orm (see Fig. 2a ) allows to include some pair of (a, b) even if they might be eliminated by f (a, b) (i.e. such (a, b) pairs where f (a, b) ≡ 0). Applying such approach is easy because of the mentioned linear property of P I . Using Eq. (26) and (8) we can obtain P I (y, f ′ ) as follows:
P I (y, f ′ ) = (1 − p)P I (y, f ) + pP I (y, f 2D−unif orm ).
Using Eq. (27) and (10) we can obtain: P I (y, f ′ ) = (1 − p)P I (y, f ) + p2y(1 − y).
The Eq. (28) allows to find a predicted unknown HQCD' (the estimator of P I (y, f ′ )) using known HQCD (the estimator of P (y, f )). Let h j denote a value of HQCD histogram in the j-th bucket defined by interval (b j , e j ). Analogously, let h ′ j denote a value of HQCD' histogram in the j-th bucket defined by interval (b j , e j ). Thus using Eq. (28) we can find h ′ j value as follows:
where Avg 
Future work may concentrate on further experimental verification of this approach and development of a method of
